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Data Visualization with d3.jsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Mold your data into beautiful visualizations with d3.js


	Overview

	
		Build blocks of web visualizations
	
		Learn visualization with detailed walkthroughs
	
		Learn to use data more effectively
	
		Animate with d3.js
	
		Design good visualizations


...
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Pro Apache HadoopApress, 2014

	Pro Apache Hadoop, Second Edition brings you up to speed on Hadoop – the framework of big data. Revised to cover Hadoop 2.0, the book covers the very latest developments such as YARN (aka MapReduce 2.0), new HDFS high-availability features, and increased scalability in the form of HDFS Federations. All the old content has been...
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Pro VimApress, 2015

	Pro Vim teaches you the real-world workflows, tips, and tricks of this powerful, terminal-based text editor. This book covers all the essentials, as well as lesser-known but equally powerful features that will ensure you become a top-level performant and professional user, able to jump between multiple sessions while manipulating and...
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SQL Server 2012 Query Performance Tuning (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2012

	Queries not running fast enough? Tired of the phone calls from frustrated users? Grant Fritchey’s book SQL Server 2012 Query Performance Tuning is the answer to your SQL Server query performance problems. The book is revised to cover the very latest in performance optimization features and techniques. It is current with SQL...
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Getting Started with RStudioO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Dive into the RStudio Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for using and programming R, the popular open source software for statistical computing and graphics. This concise book provides new and experienced users with an overview of RStudio, as well as hands-on instructions for analyzing data, generating reports, and developing...
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Advanced Social Media Marketing: How to Lead, Launch, and Manage a Successful Social Media ProgramApress, 2012

	Hundreds of millions of Americans are using social media (SM), and already some 70% of businesses have joined them there, using Facebook and other SM platforms to connect with their customers, and attract new ones. So the real question isn’t whether to take your business onto social media platforms—but how to do it quickly,...
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KnockoutJS Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Efficiently work with data, web templates, and custom HTML tags using KnockoutJS


	About This Book

	
		Simplify page logic with automated calculations and control the visibility of your CSS elements with the help of robust yet friendly templates
	
		Create your own custom HTML tags that provide...
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Woodwork: A Step-by-step Photographic GuideDK Adult, 2010

	This is a step-by-step photographic guide. Whether you want to build your own bed or put a bookshelf together, find out how to tackle your chosen woodwork task with confidence, using this step-by-step guide. Learn how to master the key woodwork techniques, from simple skills to intricate carving, following clear instructions and photographs....
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A Culture of Purpose: How to Choose the Right People and Make the Right People Choose YouJossey-Bass, 2014

	How innovative leaders create meaningful cultures that attract and retain top talent


	Building a culture of purpose is one of the greatest challenges facing modern leaders, as today's best minds are looking for meaning, not just jobs. More than any other single factor, cultures of purpose power winning organizations,...
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Calm Technology: Principles and Patterns for Non-Intrusive DesignO'Reilly, 2016

	
		How can you design technology that becomes a part of a user’s life and not a distraction from it? This practical book explores the concept of calm technology, a method for smoothly capturing a user’s attention only when necessary, while calmly remaining in the background most of the time. You’ll learn how to design...
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Advanced Photoshop CC for Design Professionals Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Take your Photoshop CC skills to the next level with this complete, advanced training package


	Adobe Photoshop is the industry leading image-editing program for digital photographers, graphic designers, and web developers. The newest version includes even more great tools to manage and enhance your images. This book-and-DVD...
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Clojure Data Analysis CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Make more of your data using Clojure and this brilliant cookbook full of real-world recipes. From creating revealing graphs to using data analysis libraries, you'll learn both the basics and advanced techniques.


	Overview

	
		Get a handle on the torrent of data the modern Internet has created
	...
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